
The impact of Quest spring service experiences 

As Quest Adventures gears up for the fall, we would like to share the stories of                
our successful 2019 school service teams. Our students participated in          
community building and support in Boston as well as in North Carolina, Lousianna             
and the Dominican Republic last year. The teams focused on restoration,           
whether it was reforestation, home improvement projects or a sense of hope and             
pride in the people they served and ultimately themselves. 

Our society is facing multifaceted problems that will require future generations to            
unite and solve. Quest is preparing our Boston students by giving them an             
opportunity to develop as community leaders, with empathy, compassion and          
commitment to build a more inclusive, humane world. 

We at Quest look forward to witnessing continued growth in these students as             
they demonstrate their newly developed confidence, grit and personal skills during           
their upcoming school year and serve as role models for our new 2020 school              
teams. 
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Team New Orleans: Fenway 
High 

 
“This experience showed me to not let       
anything hold you back and push      
forward.” - Jose Rodriguez Hernandez 

 
Quest students from Fenway High     
volunteered in New Orleans with the      
Camp Hope organization. The scars     
from Hurricane Katrina are still     
evident in New Orleans, especially in      
the housing sector. The students     
learned that the current housing     
crisis, is more than just a lack of        
affordable housing options; some    
low–income residents do own homes     
but need the help of their community       
to maintain them. With the adept      
guidance of Chris Connolly, the     
dedicated volunteer coordinator who    
continues to provide volunteers to     
rebuild the 9th ward, our students      
worked with several local    
homeowners. One in particular, Ms.     
Rhonda, who had suffered serious     
injuries from a car accident, shared,      
“I’ve been through a lot but I’m still        
here and need some help.” Her      
impressive resilience hit home with     
our students and motivated them to      

work hard painting her walls,     
repairing ceilings, and reinstalling    
smoke detectors. 

Our students were also impacted by      
Pastor Lee, who is building faith and       
hope among his neighbors while     
fulfilling his dream of constructing a      
local church. The students supported     
his dream by removing huge piles of       
debris that had been dumped on his       
land by a demolition crew following a       
fire next door.  

These personal examples of courage     
have inspired the Fenway team to      
stay positive, strong, and to     
persevere in the face of adversity in       
their own lives. 
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Team Dominican Republic: 
Boston Latin School 

 

 

 

 

 

My team appreciated my help with      
using my native Spanish to translate      
on the jobsite. As a Dominican, I loved        
watching them enjoy my culture and      
trying to speak my language.” - Oasis       
Ramirez Mateo 

 

Boston Latin School’s service team     
traveled to Jarabacoa, Dominican    
Republic, to volunteer on    
environmental projects with the    
Instituto del Ambiente (The    
Environmental Institute, a school that     
offers a two-year certificate program     
that focuses on environmental    
stewardship). The BLS students    
completed all steps of a reforestation      
process, including collecting the    
seeds, planting them in pots in the       
nursery, and later planting over 40      
bushes and tree seedlings back in the       
forest. They also cleared trails of      
invasive species and composted the     
debris. They were delighted to hear      
from the Director that their service      
was very helpful since the     
government underfunds the work of     
the institute. Therefore, they depend     

on the support of hardworking     
volunteers. 

Afterwards the team worked at     
another site called El Rancho,     
rebuilding old boardwalks and filling     
dirt paths and walkways with gravel.      
In this camp setting, the students got       
to know a number of women in the        
community who prepared meals for     
them. 

The teens had the perfect opportunity      
to improve their conversational    
Spanish amid lots of gestures and      
laughs while sharing insights about     
each other’s cultures and learning the      
bachata and salsa dances.  
During their post-trip meeting, the     
team came to the realization of the       
true value of their BLS Spanish class:       
communicating in another person’s    
native language is the most rewarding      
way of getting to know new people       
and appreciating their culture. 
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Team Marshall, North 
Carolina: St. Stephens’ Youth 

Program BRIDGE 

 
“My view on people changed on this       

trip because behind a smile you never       

know what someone is deeply going      

through. I saw this specifically with the       

people we went to help. They all have        

their own unique in- depth story about       

their challenges which helped us     

understand and support them better.” -      

Bryanna Rodriguez 

 

The Quest-sponsored St. Stephen’s    
BRIDGE team traveled to the     
Appalachian town of Marshall, NC.     
They partnered with the Community     
Housing Coalition for the 5th year.      
The team completed cleaning and     
repair projects that supported    
healthier living conditions for low     
income homeowners. This ultimately    

helped the owners keep their homes      
from being torn down.  

Their first job involved a deep cleanup       
of an abandoned warehouse that had      
been donated to help the nonprofit      
store which sells furniture, appliances     
and building materials at affordable     
costs to low income homeowners. For      
the second project, the team cleaned      
a mentally challenged woman’s home     
and removed a large amount of      
garbage, animal feces, and    
disorganized belongings. The team    
pushed through this challenging job     
and made it a safer place for the        
woman. Finally, the students returned     
to a farm from the previous year and        
reconnected with the elderly owner as      
they made much-needed repairs to     
her property. 

The St. Stephen’s team developed     
deeper 
relationships with  
the Marshall  
community as  
they got to know    
local residents  
through interviews  
and service. They   
gained a deeper   
understanding of  
the economic,  
social, and psychological impact of     
the loss of hundreds of local      
manufacturing jobs to overseas    
production. They appreciated how    
community organizers can come    
together to build a sense of dignity       
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and independence to its most     
vulnerable members. 

This experience strengthened the    
bonds of friendship and trust among      
the St. Stephen’s teens as they      
returned to Boston, became    
counselors in training and brought     
service learning and volunteer    
opportunities to six sites of their      
B-SAFE summer program. 

Team New Bern, North 
Carolina: Mary Lyon High 

 
“I learned to be more self confident       
which gives me the courage to speak       
up in my classes.” - Vivianne Auguste 

 

The Quest team from Mary Lyon High       
evolved into a highly efficient and      
cohesive team due to their     
enthusiasm and commitment to team     
building and local community service,     
the strong collaboration among the     
three teachers, and the    
unprecedented support by their    

headmaster, Mr. Herve Anoh, who     
volunteered on the jobsite with them.  

They all  
contributed 
to the  
revitalization 
of New Bern,   
NC, 
devastated 
by flooding  
after Hurricane Florence by helping     
Habitat for Humanity finish two homes      
for first time homeowners. Their work      
included putting up plywood on the      
exterior of the homes and reinforcing      
the roofs with hurricane tacks. On the       
interior, they helped put up sheetrock      
for the walls. Finally, they built and       
moved scaffolding to put up tyvek      
wrap around the house.  

The team was very moved by the       
generosity and welcoming of the     
entire community as different    
organizations provided sleeping   
accommodations, food, and   
friendship in appreciation for Mary     
Lyon High team’s support. In     
addition, they learned the importance     
of Habitat’s mission to increase home      
ownership in an area of mostly      
dilapidated rental homes owned by a      
few wealthy landowners. The    
students witnessed first-hand that    
class, race and social inequities can      
exist in a rural environment. Back in       
urban Boston, the team at Mary Lyon       
continued their commitment by    
working on a new housing     
development for homeless people. 
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Team Cuba: Boston Green Academy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Team Cuba from Boston Green Academy plans to travel to Cuba in spring of              
2020 to volunteer at Finca Tungasuk, an organic family farm outside of Havana.             
While at the farm, the team will participate in planting, harvesting, weeding and             
watering and learning sustainable farming techniques. Our students will join          
Cuban youth in helping the organic farming industry to provide more access to             
fresh food, thus decreasing the country’s dependence on imported foods. The           
team is crossing their fingers that the Boston School Committee will give            
permission for them to travel to Cuba and volunteer in 2020. 

Upcoming Dates 
October 4th: Deadline for proposals for Quest’s six service grants  

October 15th: Announcement of Quest’s 6 grant awards  

November 7th: Quest Kick-off Team Event (8am-5pm) 

       Team building and Ropes Course  

       Pinnacle Leadership Center  

       Kensington, NH  
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